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Abstract: A new LED rear light for automotives is proposed and demonstrated for EU ECE R07
regulation. The full rear light is a combination of a position lamp and a braking lamp, and LED light
bars and micro-prisms are involved as their essential components. The micro-prisms are applied to
homogenize the output of the rear light to decrease glare and accomplish EU ECE standard. Through
experiments, it is shown that EU ECE R07 regulation can be met in the proposed rear light, and 12%
(position lamps) and 26.5% (braking lamps) higher candela can be enhanced after the optimization
of micro-prisms.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the applications of Light Emitting Diode (LED) technology not only have played a
major role in general lighting, but also extended its applications in the automotive industry [1,2]. In the
automotive field, the LED light has been used for illumination by head lamp and for conspicuity by
signal lamps and identification lamps [2,3]. However, the traditional technology that makes use of
direct lighting with arrays of LEDs and reflective optics in conspicuous lights of automotives usually
causes non-uniform brightness and glare problems [4,5], as shown in Figure 1a. In consequence, the
conventional LED conspicuous automotive light typically causes glare to night drivers, which elevates
the danger of traffic. In order to solve the above problems, several new design ideas for car signal
lights have been proposed [6–9]. For example, the indirect light installed with a micro-prism sheet
and LED [1–6], which is more promising and has been used to construct an automotive rear light with
an attractive pattern, as shown in Figure 1b, not only providing a smooth lighting surface, flexibility
of shape, but also reducing the amount of LEDs used [10–13]. Using the technology of micro-prisms
films covering the surface of the signal light changed the direction of the output light to provide
a more uniform illumination surface and high efficiency. It ensures that the signal light not only
improves the intensity and the uniformity of the light output but also reduces the production cost for a
commercial product, compared with traditional design. The output light is evenly distributed with a
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larger distribution area, which reduces the glare of the signal lights, thereby increasing the safety of
drivers when they drive at night.Crystals 2020, 10, 63 2 of 11 
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Figure 1. The combination lamp of the car with LED technology (a) the traditional design; (b) the 
new design with three dimensional lighting array. 

In this study, instead of using an LED point source array or indirect lighting with a 
micro-prisms sheet in the design of the automotive rear light, a new automotive rear LED light 
using a micro-prism array device is proposed and demonstrated to pass EU ECE R07 regulation. 
The rear light is a constitutes a position lamp and a braking lamp, capable of being with flexible 
shape and gorgeous outlook. An LED light bar and a micro-prism array device act as the central 
components to yield a uniform illumination surface and high efficiency. Through the optimization 
of micro-prisms using a global iteration searching method, not only can a 12% (rear position lamps) 
and 26.5% (braking lamps) higher optical intensity be achieved, comparing the approach of LED 
array direct lighting, but also the EU ECE R07 standard can be reached.  

2. Optics Design and Simulation Experiments 

Most of the automotive lights have to comply with photometric regulation. For ECE R07 
regulations of a rear light, the maximum value cannot exceed 140 candela. As to the minimum 
values, they are defined in Figure 2a,b for a position lamp and braking lamp, respectively, with 
respect to the specific directions. 
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Figure 2. The photometric testing requirement of ECE R07 standard. (a) Braking lamps; (b) rear 
position lamp. 

The proposed rear light includes a position lamp and a braking lamp, which are both 
constructed by one layer of LEDs and one layer of micro prism array, as shown in Figure 3 [14–16]. 
The prism array is located on the upper side of the LED layer to converge the light directions of the 
LED and decrease the optical glare from the LED emitting surface. The design is similar to the 
direct backlighting used in flat panel display technology, so it has the advantages of lower power 
consumption, good thermal design and excellent scalability of the thickness [17,18]. 

 

Figure 3. The structure of the proposed automotive rear light. 

Figure 1. The combination lamp of the car with LED technology (a) the traditional design; (b) the new
design with three dimensional lighting array.

In this study, instead of using an LED point source array or indirect lighting with a micro-prisms
sheet in the design of the automotive rear light, a new automotive rear LED light using a micro-prism
array device is proposed and demonstrated to pass EU ECE R07 regulation. The rear light is a
constitutes a position lamp and a braking lamp, capable of being with flexible shape and gorgeous
outlook. An LED light bar and a micro-prism array device act as the central components to yield a
uniform illumination surface and high efficiency. Through the optimization of micro-prisms using a
global iteration searching method, not only can a 12% (rear position lamps) and 26.5% (braking lamps)
higher optical intensity be achieved, comparing the approach of LED array direct lighting, but also the
EU ECE R07 standard can be reached.

2. Optics Design and Simulation Experiments

Most of the automotive lights have to comply with photometric regulation. For ECE R07
regulations of a rear light, the maximum value cannot exceed 140 candela. As to the minimum values,
they are defined in Figure 2a,b for a position lamp and braking lamp, respectively, with respect to the
specific directions.
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Figure 2. The photometric testing requirement of ECE R07 standard. (a) Braking lamps; (b) rear
position lamp.

The proposed rear light includes a position lamp and a braking lamp, which are both constructed
by one layer of LEDs and one layer of micro prism array, as shown in Figure 3 [14–16]. The prism array
is located on the upper side of the LED layer to converge the light directions of the LED and decrease
the optical glare from the LED emitting surface. The design is similar to the direct backlighting used in
flat panel display technology, so it has the advantages of lower power consumption, good thermal
design and excellent scalability of the thickness [17,18].
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The prisms array works like an array of cylindrical convex lenses, so it can replicate each LED of a
rear light as a line of its virtual images. In consequence, if a LED light bar is used, multiple line source
images will be formed and overlapped each other. The glare incurred by the high brightness of the
LED point source will thus be decreased. Besides, the prism array can condense the divergent light
from each LED to increase the optical intensity within a certain angle. The efficiency of the rear light is
enhanced as a result. The behavior of LED light that has interacted with the prism sheet is illustrated
in Figure 4. Of the light rays emitted from the LED module, the angle α was defined by the values
which are refracted by the ray parallel with the end surface of the prisms sheet, and this angle is given
by Equation (1)

nwsin(α) =1 (1)

where nw is the refractive index. These rays are incident on the upper surface of the prism at an angle
β = π/2 − α; where nwsin(β) > 1. The condition of a prisms sheet must have a refractive index in the
range nw > 1.4.
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surface. The used light source is an LED light bar with nine pieces of 18.5 lumens white Lambertian 
LEDs and a diffusive plastic plate was used as the lamp window, which was located 30 mm from 
the LEDs. In order for simulation comparisons with the commercial rear position lamp, the 
proposed rear position lamp adopts the same LED light bar and is designed as shown in Figure 6c. 
The distance between neighboring LEDs is 15 mm and the prism array layer is located on the top 
surface, 30 mm from the LED. The inside corner angle of the prism element and pitch is set as ϕ = 
60°, θ = 60° and x = 0.05 mm at the initial stage, respectively. 

Figure 4. The interaction of light rays with the prism sheet.

The prism sheets are provided for the purpose of condensing the light rays emitted from the
source. As shown in Figure 5a, the behavior of light rays in the prism sheet can be classified into three
modes: an emission mode in which light is emitted from the upper surface, a recursion mode in which
light is reflected back through the prism sheet and a high-angle mode in which light is emitted outside
the effective field of view. Each triangular unit in the prisms sheet is defined by the basic parameters
shown in Figure 5b. Where: φ, θ are the inside corner value of each triangle unit (0 < φ = θ < 90◦), h is
the thickness parameter (0.05 mm to 0.25 mm), x is the pitch parameter (0.024 mm to 0.05 mm).
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In order to evaluate the performance of the commercial rear position lamp shown in Figure 6a,
its optical model is built by SolidWork software and simulated by optical software LightTools to get
the illumination distribution shown in Figure 6b and ensure it is more uniform on the output surface.
The used light source is an LED light bar with nine pieces of 18.5 lumens white Lambertian LEDs
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and a diffusive plastic plate was used as the lamp window, which was located 30 mm from the LEDs.
In order for simulation comparisons with the commercial rear position lamp, the proposed rear position
lamp adopts the same LED light bar and is designed as shown in Figure 6c. The distance between
neighboring LEDs is 15 mm and the prism array layer is located on the top surface, 30 mm from the
LED. The inside corner angle of the prism element and pitch is set as φ = 60◦, θ = 60◦ and x = 0.05 mm
at the initial stage, respectively.Crystals 2020, 10, 63 4 of 11 
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In order to enhance the light intensity within the directions specified by ECE R07 regulation
shown in Figure 2b and the luminance uniformity of the new rear position lamp, which prism array
device was optimized by LighTools optical software, which φ and θ served as the variable parameter
and both were set as 60◦ at the initial optimization step. The targets of optimization were set to require
the new rear position light can not only accomplish the EU ECE 07 regulation, but also perform even
better than the commercial one in terms of optical intensity and optical uniformity. The optimization
process followed the flow charts shown in Figure 7. The effect of the prism array device on the required
lamps luminance is shown in Equation (2).

Lprism =
Lprism(

1 + fprism

) (2)

In the initial optimization process, the required intensity of the new rear position lamp Iprism is
calculated from the required luminance and the display area, shown in Equation (3). The mathematical
equation for the viewing angle φ needs to be known. All the light emitted from the prism is contained
within this angle φ. The luminous flux can be calculated with Equations (4) and (5).

Iprism = Lprism *A (3)

Φprism = Iprism · Ω (4)

where: Iprism is the intensity (cd) from the micro-prism sheet, Ω is the solid angle (sr), shown in
Equation (5)

Ω =2· π · (1 − cosφ1/2) (5)
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where: φ1/2 is the angle from 0◦ to where the intensity is 50% of the peak intensity. The optical efficiency
of the backlight ηprism is defined as the luminous light output from the source through the prism sheet
that is Φprism, divided by the light output of the light source into prism sheet that is Φlight source

ηprism =
Φprism

Φlightsource
(6)

After ending the solution searching, the optimization is terminated by the optical program, and
the inside corner angle of the prism was determined: φ = 64◦ and θ = 69◦ at step 21 of the optimization
process. The value of the merit function with respect to the iteration step is shown in Figure 8.
The simulated optical intensity distribution and the illumination distribution of the new rear position
lamp before and after optimization are shown, respectively, in Figure 9a–d. The simulation results of
the optical intensity are shown in Figure 10, and it can be found that the light intensity value of the
commercial lamp and the new optimized lamp both exceeded the requirements of ECE R07 standard.
Besides, the new design has an even higher light intensity than the conventional one. Based on the
data shown in Figures 6b, 9 and 10, it can be shown that the uniformity and the candela intensity were
both elevated through the optimization. Moreover, the light output of the new design is more uniform,
which would make the surface of the lamp more attractive and more luxurious. The simulated output
light intensity values of the position lamps in Figure 10 showed that the highest values are at the
testing angle H-5R, 119 cd for the new design and 77 cd for the commercial design. In addition, the
results show the level of variation in the new design with a micro-prisms layer is slightly higher than
the commercial one.
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between the new optimized position lamp and the commercial one.

Optical glare from LED light is mainly caused by its extremely bright emitting surface, which
usually causes discomfort to the driver when looking directly at the conventional rear LED automotive
lights. Based on the simulated brightness data of the LED position lamps, the commercial design is at
least with 1.33 times brightness of the optimized design’s for each view angle, as shown in Figure 11.
Therefore, the optimal design should have a lower glare than the commercial one. The commercial
design at view angle H–V has the highest value of brightness and with the highest glare.
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3. Optical Experiments–Optical Measurement and Analysis

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the new optimized position lamp, it is prototyped and shown
in Figure 12 and tested by the experimental setup using Goniophotometer, as shown in Figure 13.
The commercial sample is provided by OWL LIGHT AUTOMOTIVE MFG. CORP (Lukang, Chunghua,
Taiwan) and it has been in mass production for automotives in the Europe market. The LED light bar is
used to follow the simulation condition to prepare. The driving voltage of the LED light source is 13.3
V. The experimental results, shown in Figure 14, demonstrated that the new optimized position light
not only can pass the ECE regulation in the real position lamp test, but also have a higher performance
in optical intensity as shown in Figure 14a and lower glare, as shown in Figure 14b, compared to
the commercial design. Furthermore, a new braking lamp design was prototyped by composing 5
sets of the optimized position light and measured through the same procedure as the position lamp
prototype, shown in Figure 15. The experimental results are shown in Figure 16, which shows that the
new optimized braking lights work better than the commercial one and pass the ECE regulation in the
braking lamp test.
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4. Discussion

Optimal design combined with optical film has been produced a real prototype product by OWL
company, shown in Figure 12a. The sample consists of a position lamp and a braking lamp. The light
output pattern of the position lamps shown in Figure 12b, of the braking lamps shown in Figure 15b.
The experimental results using photometric testing system are shown in Figures 14 and 16. According
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to the result shown in Figure 14, it can be computed that the ratio of the averaged illuminance efficiency
of the optimized position lamps to that of the commercial position lamps is (35.5/35.23, 10U-5L),
(38.9/35.3, 10U-5R), (38.6/32.2, 5U-20L), (36.2/34.5, 5U-10L), (36.8/35.8, 5U-V), (42.7/35.2, 5U-10R),
(36.1/32.8, 5U-20R), (43.7/34.6, H-10L), (35.4/42.9, H-5L), (46.3/36.2, H-V), (39.7/36.1, H-5R), (37.0/36.0,
H-10R), (34.9/33.6, 5D-20L), (44.8/35.8, 5D-10L), (43.3/38.0, 5D-V), (38.3/36.9, 5D-10R), (47.7/33.6, 5D-20R),
(36.4/42.0, 10D-5L) and (38.6/36.4, 10D-5R), which means 12% higher illuminance efficiency can be
accomplished by the proposed new design of rear position lamps with micro-prisms films. With
the braking lamps that can be computed the ratio of averaged is (119.7/99.8, 10U-5L), (107.9/81.0,
10U-5R), (113.3/96.3, 5U-20L), (109.0/88.7, 5U-10L), (110.2/72.3, 5U-V), (125.9/94.4, 5U-10R), (104.9/75.9,
5U-20R), (111.9/95.1, H-10L), (110.9/71.7, H-5L), (125.1/79.3, H-V), (113.1/90.5, H-5R), (118.8/87.2, H-10R),
(109.8/69.9, 5D-20L), (116.7/74.2, 5D-10L), (114.2/70.4, 5D-V), (114.9/78.1, 5D-10R), (115.2/88.3, 5D-20R),
(115.6/96.4, 10D-5L) and (112.7/84.5, 10D-5R), which means 26.5% higher illuminance efficiency can be
accomplished by the proposed new design of rear position lamps with micro-prisms films.

The principle behind the design of the braking lamps is based on the principle of position lamps.
Based on the experimental results shown in Figure 16, all the data shown that the lamps passed all
the requirement of the R07 regulation. Moreover, the optimal design with optical films has improved
the light output intensity when it is compared with commercial product. In detail, at 00 horizontals
00 vertical (H–V), the intensity of the optimized design is 21.8% higher than the commercial sample,
which is also the direction which was associated with the highest value of intensity. The braking
lamps also have the highest intensity value at H–V, which indicates that the highest intensity efficiency
is achieved in the H–V direction. After completing the experiment with the optimal structure with
the direction of light in the horizontal direction, we carried out the design of lamps with a vertical
light output. The design includes position lamps, which are referred to as PS01 and PS02, then brake
lamps, which consist of two types, BR01 and BR02. The output light of the position lamps is shown
in Figure 17a,b. Similarly, the brake lamps have the light output shown in Figure 17c,d. All samples
are optically measured and the test results are shown in Figure 18. With position lamps, the optical
experimental results have proven that it can exceed the light intensity requirement of the ECE R07
standard. Referring to the analysis of the brake lamp’s test results, this result has proven it has exceeded
the minimum limit of light intensity of the ECE R07 standard. However, in the BR01 model, it is
slightly higher than the BR02 type, as shown in Figure 18.
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5. Conclusions 

A new optimal signal lamps design, which improves the performance and uniformity of the 
previous commercial one is proposed. In this study, we design a new structure of taillight in which 
the optics films provide a smooth lighting surface and improve the illuminance uniformity. 
Compared with a conventional taillight, it is found that not only a 12% (rear position lamps) and 
26.5% (braking lamps) higher illuminance efficiency can be achieved with the optimized taillight 
with optics film, but also, it meets the requirements for a taillight lamp set out by the EU ECE R07 
standard. In experiments, the taillight lamp with a position lamp and braking lamp was tested, and 
experimental results demonstrated that it surpassed the requirement of R07 ECE regulation. 
Moreover, by using the technology of micro-prisms films covering the surface of the signal light, it 
changed the direction of the output light to create a more uniform illumination surface and high 
efficiency. As a result,the micro-prisms film means the signal light not only improves the intensity 
and the uniformity of the light output but also reduces the production cost for a commercial 
product, compared with traditional design. The output light is evenly distributed with a larger 
distribution area, which reduces the glare of the signal lights, thereby increasing the safety of drivers 
when they drive at night. 
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5. Conclusions

A new optimal signal lamps design, which improves the performance and uniformity of the
previous commercial one is proposed. In this study, we design a new structure of taillight in which the
optics films provide a smooth lighting surface and improve the illuminance uniformity. Compared with
a conventional taillight, it is found that not only a 12% (rear position lamps) and 26.5% (braking lamps)
higher illuminance efficiency can be achieved with the optimized taillight with optics film, but also,
it meets the requirements for a taillight lamp set out by the EU ECE R07 standard. In experiments,
the taillight lamp with a position lamp and braking lamp was tested, and experimental results
demonstrated that it surpassed the requirement of R07 ECE regulation. Moreover, by using the
technology of micro-prisms films covering the surface of the signal light, it changed the direction
of the output light to create a more uniform illumination surface and high efficiency. As a result,
the micro-prisms film means the signal light not only improves the intensity and the uniformity of the
light output but also reduces the production cost for a commercial product, compared with traditional
design. The output light is evenly distributed with a larger distribution area, which reduces the glare
of the signal lights, thereby increasing the safety of drivers when they drive at night.
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